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Abstract 
This paper proposes a brain emotional learning intelligent algorithmic program; 
beside the training algorithm like neural network, it additionally enclosed the 
calculation algorithmic program of feeling issue. Beside self-adjust the load trough 
learning, this algorithmic program will self-judge the feeling issue and includes it into the 
calculation algorithmic program thus on accomplish additional intelligent algorithmic 
program. An example, the three-tank system, is incontestable as an example the 
effectiveness of the projected management methodology. Simulation results show that 
the projected managementler are able to do satisfactory management performance for the 
liquid level control of the 3 tank system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many manipulate theories have efficiently 
solved most problems of the control 
systems, but proper now manipulate 
structures have grow to be extraordinarily 
complicated and non-linear. So many 
researchers commenced to address this 
form of hassle the use of some intelligent 
manipulate algorithms. Plenty of neural 
networks have been proposed for 
manipulate problems; however, in these 
algorithms emotion component is usually 
omitted [1]. 
 
It has an orbitofrontal cortex and an 
amygdala; the previous is a sensory neural 
community and the latter is an emotional 
neural community allows rapid learning 
for the BELC, The controller has neural 
community and emotional system; neural 
network can effectively lessen the tracking 
blunders, and the emotional system can 
adjusts theGaining knowledge of mistakes 
quick [2-5]. Within the beyond, emotion 
has been omitted for clever manage; but, 
in latest years, BELC has been used for 
control systems in numerous literatures[3]. 
On this take a look at, by using 
incorporating the parameter updating 
system right into a BELC, the proposed 
manipulate machine is applied to nonlinear 
systems. Finally a tank manipulate system 
is simulated to illustrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed BELC [4]. 
 
FORMULATION 
A class of n-th order multi-input multi-
output nonlinear systems is described by 
the following equation:  
(1) 
 In the case that the modeling uncertainties 
and external disturbance are neglected, the 
nominal system of (1) is: 
(2) 
the nonlinear system (1) can be 
reformulated as [6] 
(3) 
The tracking error is defined as 
(4) 
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and the system tracking error vector is 
defined as 
(5) 
an ideal controller can be designed as [7] 
(6) 
Substituting the ideal controller (6) into (3) 
gives the error dynamic equation [8]: 
(7) 
 
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
The BELC can be named a regulated 
system. A cerebrum enthusiastic learning 
controller is planned with the 
accompanying structure: 
(8) 
(9) 
Tracking control system is shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
Fig: 1.anintelligent control system. 
 
A three tank system is shown in Figure 2 
which is studied in order to illustrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed design 
method.
 
 
Fig: 2.Three tanks system 
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Consider a three-tank compression system 
as shown in Figure 2, it’s dynamic 
function is given as [8] 
 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation results are shown in Figs 3-
5. Figure 3 denotes the liquid levels of the 
three tanks systems; Figure 4 denotes the 
tracking errors of this system; and Figure 5 
denotes the control output of this system.
 
 
Fig: 3.The Liquid level of three tank system 
 
 
Fig: 4.error of three tank system 
 
 
Fig: 5.controller output of three tank system 
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CONCLUSION 
This study has efficiently proposed a 
BELC for nonlinear structures. The 
proposed BELC can correctly reduce the 
tracking error and efficaciously adjusts the 
getting to know mistakes fast. Then, the 
advanced BELC is carried out to a 3-tank 
machine to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed manipulate approach. 
Simulation results display that the 
proposed controller can correctly manage 
the liquid stage of the 3 tank machine. 
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